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semiconductor substrate. The invention also relates to a structure of such a semiconductor device. 2. Description of the
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apparatus for handling slide fasteners, comprising a
feeder for feeding slide fasteners automatically one

after another from a supply of fasteners onto a
conveyor for delivery to a piecing device and at the
same time into a looper unit which is assigned to the
piecing device and which is arranged to receive from
the piecing device individual fastener segments to be
pieced together. An apparatus of the above-outlined
kind is known from European patent application No.

00 56 742. The apparatus described in the above-
identified publication comprises a looper unit with a
generally triangular endless looper chain formed of
individual links each provided with a receptacle to

receive a fastener segment and a reciprocating drive
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motor for driving the looper chain in a back and
forth manner. The looper chain is stationarily placed
in front of a piecing device in which the individual

fastener segments are pieced together by being
pushed into the receptacles of the looper chain. The

looper chain transports the fastener segments into the
piecing device from the feeder. The feeder has a

supply of fasteners consisting of connected series of
individual fasteners and adapted to be detachably

connected to a needle, so that the individual fasteners
of the series can be fed to the feeder and

subsequently from it onto the looper chain. The
feeding of the individual fasteners from the feeder
into the looper chain is brought about by means of
two elements which engage into the fasteners from
the side and transfer them from the feeder into the

looper chain. These elements contact the upper
surface of the fastener during the feed of the

fasteners and cause the individual fasteners to be
stripped from the fastener string. Stripping elements

are used in pairs, so that each of the individual
fasteners is fed via the stripping elements to the

conveyor from where the individual fasteners are
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further transported to the piecing device, where they
are deposited in the looper chain and are

subsequently pulled by a conveyor belt into the
piecing device. A drawback of the apparatus just

described is its unsatisfactory operating reliability,
since the feeder can never be fully closed, as the

looper chain necessarily moves into the feeder during
the stripping of the fasteners, i.e. the looper chain
passes through the feeding chambers 3e33713323
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